The ability to decide whether or not two objects are the same is a fundamental requirement of any database query language. Because no single equality de nition is appropriate for all object types, many languages permit users to de ne their own. The query algebra, AQUA 14] goes so far as to allow user-de ned equalities to be supplied as arguments to query operators. These operators generalize standard set operators (union, intersection, di erence). The supplied equality predicates help determine what objects are included in the query result, and determine the duplicates that must then be removed.
Introduction
The ability to determine whether or not two objects are the same is one of the most fundamental requirements of any database query language. This capability is needed to test set membership, to form unions and intersections of Partial support for this work was provided by the Advanced Research Projects Agency under contractN00014-91-J-4052ARPA order 8225, and contractDAAB-07-91-C-Q518 under subcontract F41100.
sets, and to locate information through a query. However, the innocent looking equality operator is quite often taken for granted.
Others ( 2] , 8], 10], 11], 14], 3]) have observed that it is often useful or even necessary to allow users to de ne their own notions of equality. While this idea has been discussed before, there still remains the question of how this capability is best integrated into a database query language. At issue is how user-de ned equalities interact with query operators. Consider how user-de ned equalities can a ect the intersection of sets. Sets A, B and C of Figure 1 are sets of Students. The equality predicate 1 shown at the bottom of the gure distinguishes students according to their names. Thus, the students Jack 1 and Jack 3 (the student named Jack with ID = 1 and the student named Jack with ID = 3) are \equal" modulo 1 , and A \ B can return a singleton set containing either of them. This is reasonable because fJack 1 g and fJack 3 g are memberwise equal modulo 1 . That is, set intersection is well-de ned if we view well-de nedness relative to the equality used in determining the result. However, the potential results are distinguishable (we can distinguish them for example, by examining the major eld of objects in the results) and therefore the e ect of using a user-de ned equality is to make set intersection nondeterministic.
Nondeterminism in set operators can be viewed as an expressive enhancement to a query language or algebra. This is the view taken in AQUA 14], which not only allows user-de ned equalities, but makes them parameters to set operators. This allows succinct expression of queries that ask for representatives from related sets. For example, A \ 1 B returns a set of representative students from A or B whose names are names common to students in both sets (i.e., A \ 1 B is either fJack 1 g or fJack 3 g). Similarly, A \ 2 B returns a set of representative students from A or B whose majors are majors common to students in both sets (i.e., A \ 2 B is either fJack 1 g or fAnn 4 g). But the expressivity of AQUA's set operators comes at a price. Complex queries that query on nondeterministic results of other queries may not be well-de ned. For example, the complex query (A \ 1 B) \ 2 C can return either fJack 1 g or fAnn 5 g if the intermediate result, A \ 1 B returns fJack 1 g, but will return if A \ 1 B returns fJack 3 g. (This is because Jack 3 's major is Physics and no student in C has a Physics major.) is not equal to either fJack 1 g or fAnn 5 g modulo 1 or 2 , and the reasonableness of the result is lost.
In this paper, we present the reasons why AQUA set queries are problematic and propose an alternative algebra that is in the same spirit but is well-de ned.
The crucial observation we make is that there are two roles that equalities can assume with respect to sets, and an equality predicate must be de ned with its intended role in mind. Equalities that are used as distinguishers are permanently associated with sets and implicitly determine when an object belongs to a set and when two sets are equal. Distinguisher de nitions must obey strict constraints to ensure proper set behavior. Constructor equalities are used to build new sets from existing sets, but are not associated with constructed sets after they are built. Constructor The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we consider the di erences between distinguishers and constructors and propose constraints on distinguisher de nitions that ensure that sets and set operators behave as they should. In Section 3, we present our alternatives to AQUA's set operators, and show that our operators are well-de ned and satisfy expected identities such as commutativity, associativity, idempotence and deMorgan laws. In Section 4, we present related work and contrast our approach to others. In Section 5, we summarize directions for future work.
The Role of User-De ned Equalities in Sets
We assume that sets are immutable, homogeneous and can potentially include mutable objects. We assume that the objects that can be contained in sets might belong to a user-de ned type, and might be compared according to a user-de ned equality predicate.
User-de ned equality predicates introduce a tension between the expressivity of a query algebra and the proper behavior of sets. Equivalence relations used as equality predicates make it possible (as shown in Section 1) to succinctly express a wide variety of queries over sets. But most equivalence relations, when used to distinguish the members of a set, make sets and set operators behave in counterintuitive ways. In this section, we explore this tension and conclude that there are two roles that equality predicates can assume:
Distinguisher equalities ( ' ) are permanently associated with sets and are used to distinguish its members (i.e, duplication is relative to distinguisher equalities). Predicates that are used as distinguishers must satisfy restrictive properties to ensure that the sets for which they distinguish members are well-behaved. Constructor equalities ( ) are used to deciding how new sets are constructed from existing sets (e.g., a constructor would decide if objects e 6 2 ' e 2 ' insert(e 0 ; S) () ( Distinguisher and constructor equalities should not be constrained to be the same. This division of responsibility facilitates a balance of expressivity and well-behavedness. Further, the use of constructors as explicit parameters to set operators need not introduce nondeterminism into the algebra. A deterministic algebra ensures that well-de nedness problems of the kind described in Section 1 are avoided.
Distinguisher Equalities
Every set must have a distinguisher equality that di erentiates its members. Standard set theory assumes this predicate as given and de nitions for set concepts such as cardinality and extensionality depend on its existence. In this section we present generalizations of set concepts that account for distinguisher equalities that could be user-de ned.
Set Theory Relative to User-De ned Equality Predicates
In Figure 2 , we de ne properties of sets that depend on distinguisher equalities associated with set members. These properties include membership ( 2 ' ), equality of sets ( ' fg ) and cardinality (j j ' ). For the axioms shown, we adopt the algebraic set notation used in Larch 12] that includes insert and as set constructors. This is in contrast to the polyadic brace notation, f : : : g, used in 4] for example. 1 The pervasiveness of distinguisher equality predicates in these de nitions helps argue our point that properties held or not held by ' a ect the wellbehavedness of the set for which it distinguishes members. Below we describe some unreasonable set behaviors that can result from poorly de ned distinguishers. We describe each behavior and show how poor distinguisher de nitions are at fault. We then propose constraints on distinguisher de nitions that guard against these unintuitive behaviors.
Symptom 1: Equal Sets that are Distinguishable by Querying
In CLU 15] it is argued that equality de nitions should be congruences; two objects should be equal i they are indistinguishable. This should be no different for sets: equality of sets by extensionality (memberwise equality) should establish two sets to be indistinguishable. This is because the equality of two sets makes them equally valid results to a given query. If the sets are distinguishable, the query is nondeterministic. Complex queries, which query over the result of the nondeterministic query, are sure to produce unequal results.
(This was the case for the problematic example shown in Section 1). Therefore, equal sets must be indistinguishable to ensure that the queries that produce them as results of subqueries are well-de ned. For set equality (extensionality) to be a congruence, the distinguisher denition that is used to compare set members must be a congruence also. A distinguisher that is not a congruence can lead to elements that are deemed equal but that can be distinguished according to some attribute. Sets deemed equal can then be di erentiated by then selecting or projecting over this attribute. The cardinality of an immutable set should be invariant. An immutable set does not have mutators that add or remove elements. However, the cardinality of an immutable set of mutable objects can change as a side-e ect of the mutation of a member object, if the distinguisher for this set is poorly de ned. Changes in immutable set cardinality are counterintuitive and can impose a performance overhead on a system, as tests for duplicates in a set are then required after mutations of set members.
Variations in set cardinality come in two avors. Fusion occurs when the mutation of an object results in its becoming equal to another object in a set, thereby decreasing set cardinality. Fission occurs when mutation results in two equal objects becoming unequal, thereby increasing set cardinality. Figure 3 illustrate both phenomena. In this gure, objects are denoted by circles, a is an object attribute that is mutable, and object o 1 is shown before (pre) and after (post) a mutating operation changes its value for a. The distinguisher assumed uses the value for a in its comparison, and therefore the mutation of o 1 can determine whether or not it is equal to o 2 .
A distinguisher is persistent if it decides whether or not two objects are equal independently of their mutable state. A distinguisher that is persistent can ensure that the set it serves has invariant cardinality. The distinguisher used in Figure 3 is not persistent as it is dependent on the values returned by the mutable attribute a.
The Fusion E ect
The Fission E ect We have shown that a distinguisher must be a congruence, an equivalence relation and persistent to ensure that the sets whose members are compared using the distinguisher are well-behaved. These properties are independent of one another. A congruence need not be an equivalence relation; (x; y) false is trivially a congruence but is not re exive. A congruence might not be persistent as a congruence does not guarantee that two unequal objects do not become equal.
These properties are undecidable in general, but can be ensured by constraining distinguisher de nitions. For example, one can ensure that a distinguisher is an equivalence relation by constraining its de nition to be of the form, ' def = (x; y) x:a 1 = y:a 1^: : :^x:a n = y:a n where each a i is an attribute de ned over the type of the objects compared.
If each a i is constrained to be an immutable attribute, then ' will be persistent. If together, the attributes a 1 : : :a n comprise a key, then ' will be a congruence.
The above constraints on distinguisher de nitions guarantee proper set behavior but are restrictive. For immutable objects, a = b implies that a and b are indistinguishable (by congruence). Therefore, any other distinguisher = 0 will decide that a and b are equal also, as = 0 will involve a comparison of attributes that were insu cient to distinguish a and b. The equality of mutable objects will always require comparison of object identi ers; object attributes that distinguish mutable objects in a manner coincident with the way the run-time system determines the objects involved in a function call. (Identi ers can be private (as in the \OID's" of 13]) or public, as in declared keys.) Object identiers are immutable keys by de nition, and comparisons of them are equivalence relations. Further, distinguishers for mutable objects that do not compare object identi ers will necessarily lack either persistence or congruence. This is because mutable objects will have some mutable attribute, a, whose value will either be included in the comparisons performed by a distinguisher or will not be. If the value of this attribute is compared by the distinguisher, then persistence is lost because the value of a can be changed for exactly one of two objects deemed equal. On the other hand, if the value of a is not compared by the distinguisher, than congruence is lost because two objects can be equal without their values for a being the same.
Constructor Equalities
A distinguisher underlies a set throughout the lifetime of the set and therefore a distinguisher de nition should be constrained to ensure proper set behavior. On the other hand, a constructor is only associated with a set upon its creation, and therefore a constructor de nition need only be constrained to be an equivalence relation. AQUA's set operators accept constructors but use them to eliminate duplicates from results. (In other words, they use constructors as distinguishers.) In the next section, we describe how AQUA's operators can be replaced with operators that accept constructors as inputs and that use the supplied constructors to determine which objects from input sets contribute to the result. Our operators di er from AQUA's operators in that the supplied constructor is not used to remove duplicates. Rather, the distinguisher for the resulting set is the same as the distinguisher for the input sets and is determined by the type of the object contained in those sets.
3 An Equivalence-Parameterized Set Algebra Our operators are generalized forms of set union, intersection and di erence. All of our operators are de ned in terms of the operator, extend (] ) which is parameterized by the constructor, . A] B is a superset of A whose members are \extended" to include members of B that are -related to members of A. We begin by formallyde ning this operator, and then de ning our set operators, , \ and ? in terms of ] . Finally, we present proofs of algebraic identities that hold of these operators. These proofs were veri ed with LP; the theorem prover of Larch 12].
The Extend Operator (] )
We de ne the extend operator over sets in terms of a ltering operator, B A . dard fashion with respect to an underlying distinguisher equality). This set is illustrated in Figure 4 . We use Venn notation, with solid circles indicating set membership (with respect to distinguisher equalities), and dotted lines designating partitions induced by the equivalence relation . Shading denotes the contents of the extension set.
Generalized Union, Intersection and Di erence
The other operators in our set algebra are de ned with respect to extensions. These de nitions are illustrated with Venn diagrams in Figure 5 .
Unlike the equality-parameterized operations of 14], our operations are deterministic. One can get the e ect of AQUA's nondeterministic operators by applying a representative choosing operation (such as AQUA's dup elim) over any set resulting from the application of one of our operators. This is because our operators have the same functionality as those of 14] except that ours incorporate entire equivalence classes into the result rather than choosing representatives. Of course, if representatives are chosen in subqueries, then the same kinds of problematic behaviors described in Section 1 can be reintroduced. But most queries should not need to choose representatives until the last step. By making our set operators deterministic, we enhance the expressive power of the query algebra by allowing set operators to appear in subqueries without compromising the well-de nedness of the query's result.
Identities in Our Algebra
We used LP ( 12] ) to prove a number of identities for the operators of Section 3.2. The proofs demonstrate that our set algebra generalizes standard set DeMorgan's Laws hold of ? with respect to both and \ .
We also prove other identities that demonstrate the way in which these operators interact. Some of these are shown in Figure 6 (where A and B are arbitrary sets and is an equivalence relation). Among the identities still open are closed forms for A (B \ C) and A (B ? C) .
A Return to Our Motivating Example
It is worth reconsidering our motivating examples from Figure 1 with respect to the deterministic operators we propose. Given our operators, we have the following query results:
A \ 1 B = fJack 1 
Related Work
Work on user-de ned equality predicates is not new. Our contributions concern recognizing the dual roles that user-de ned equality predicates play with respect to sets, and building an equivalence-parameterized and deterministic set algebra. Our work was motivated by recognition of the well-de nedness problems of AQUA's nondeterministic operators ( 14] ) that were described in Section 1.
Others ( 2] , 8], 18]) have considered the role of user-de ned equalities in query operators. In 2] and 8], sets are considered tied to a single notion of equality (equivalent in spirit to our distinguisher equality). Constructor equalities are not di erentiated.
Our discussion of the duality of equality predicates most resembles observations made by Osborn in 18]. However, her perspective is inspired by querying. She writes that every object should have an identity that can be used for navigational querying as well as an equality that can be used for associative access, but xes both predicates to be system-de ned. We recognize that there may be any of a number of equivalences that are appropriate for use for associative access and that not every object should have identity (e.g., rational numbers should be di erentiated by their values). 19] compares equality predicates but by their structure (the depth to which objects are compared) rather than their purpose.
Our thoughts on the requirements on distinguisher equalities resembles work done in 15], 11], 10] and 3]. From CLU ( 15] ) we borrow the idea that two objects should be equal if and only if they are indistinguishable. This idea is carried further in the object-oriented setting in 11] and 10] which argue that equality de nitions should vary according to the mutability of an object, and that equality for mutable objects should always depend on comparisons of identity. Baker 3] proposes that equal mutable objects should share sidee ects. This di ers from congruence in that the e ects of mutating one of two equal objects is seen from the other. Guaranteeing shared side-e ects for equality predicates is one way to prevent the ssion e ect. However, since our notion of persistence also establishes that unequal objects do not become equal (i.e., no fusion), it is a tighter constraint on equality de nitions.
Finally, 1] and 9] also consider nondeterminism in database query operators. Abiteboul et. al . 1] show that nondeterminism in query operators allows expression of certain polynomial-time (counting) queries as well as opportunities for optimization. We borrow our notion of what makes a nondeterministic operator well-de ned from 9].
Conclusions and Further Work
This paper has proposed a separation between two fundamental uses of equality: distinguishing and constructing new sets. We have shown that three undesirable behaviors of sets can arise if the distinguisher that is used to compare set members is too weak. Speci cally, equal sets can be distinguishable by queries if the distinguisher is not a congruence, equal sets can have di erent cardinalities if the distinguisher is not an equivalence relation, and the cardinality of immutable sets can vary over time if the distinguisher is not persistent. We also have shown that constructor de nitions need not be as tightly constrained as distinguishers, but that AQUA's set operators that accept constructors as arguments have well-de nedness problems because they use constructors as if they were distinguishers. We solve this problem by proposing alternative set operators that also are parameterized by constructors, but that are deterministic (and therefore well-de ned) and that preserve standard identities expected of operators over sets.
We would like to examine how our set algebra might be used to construct heterogeneous sets. For example, in a federated database it may be useful to combine two sets of people from di erent databases (and perhaps with di ering representations). Our operators may be useful here, since the constructor equality used to combine the sets could compare just attributes that are common to the di erently-typed objects. The issue that this introduces is what would be the distinguisher equality of the set that resulted? We could ask the user to supply a distinguisher equality when posing the query, or we could automatically construct an equality predicate that combined the distinguisher equalities of the sets that were input to the query.
The work described here is part of the development of a general-purpose query algebra that is independent of underlying data models. Our algebra, KOLA server under development at MIT and the EPOQ 17] extensible optimizer under development at Brown.
